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Hi there, fellow manager!
This guide was designed to help you become a better manager
and enjoy your favourite football simulator more than ever.
FM18 is yet more complex than its predecessors, but that doesn’t
mean you have to let yourself overwhelmed by the amount of
stats, features and settings that are available. You really don’t
have to deal with everything all the time to be successful.
We’ll take if step by step, from setting up the game to advanced
squad management tips & tricks. Please give the guide a read
before doing anything and the start a new save going through
each chapter following the respective advice.
Success is a very sensitive matter in FM18 because even the
apparently unimportant things can mess up your fortunes.
Remember that you might not be able to obtain everything you
wish during the first season, depending on the club you are in
charge of.
This guide does not teach you how to cheat or exploit the game,
so don’t expect it to expose ways to get around things. However,
if you follow all the given advice you are on your way to glory!
Questions? Feel free to get in touch via theraumdeuter.com,
facebook.com/TheRaumdeuter or @dieRaumdeuter on Twitter!
Thank you for supporting The Raumdeuter
and remember to have fun!
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First of all you must understand that the initial game setup will
have a big impact on your future performances.
You might have a tough start even if you pursue the following
guidelines, but remember this: all teams are harder to manage
in the first season.
Some clubs have already sealed many transfers during the
summer window and therefore lack chemistry, whilst others will
be filled with unhappy players that want to leave or just won´t
blend quick enough.
If the club you want to manage happens to be one of those tricky
ones, just try to achieve the minimum board expectations for the
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first season regardless of the problems you will face and prepare
for the years to come.
If you plan goes pear-shaped, consider starting a save with a
different team, just to get familiar with the game and the guide.
I´m telling you this just to make sure that you don´t end up
discouraged. Just do things by the book, have a bit of patience
and you will be fine!

You need to figure out what you want to do before starting a new
save. Do you want to begin as a fresh face from a lower league
and climb up the ranks or do you want to win the European
Champions Cup in the first season?
Are you thinking about managing various clubs or will this be a
single club save? Would you consider spending tens of seasons
playing on this one save or you´re probably going to hang on
just for a few game years?
Get it all straight and then start inspecting your domestic and
continental competition regulations before moving on.
Feel free to start a test save just to check out the Home Grown
rules and the current situation of the club you want to select,
then quickly devise an outline recruitment plan. This will prove
extremely useful when you set up the proper new save.
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Choose the Advanced Setup method and select the countries
and leagues that interest you. Unless you plan to take charge at a
club from a different nation very soon, leave just the one you´ll
be starting in with the Playable setting and set the other nations
and leagues of interest to View Only.
Generally you´d want to use a Large Database Size and maybe
add some custom filters to import a more personal collection of
players into the new save. You can tweak this by clicking on the
number located bellow the Approximate Player Count heading.
For example, if you would start a save in Portugal, you might
want to add players from Brazil, as the naturalisation process
only takes two years. If you start in Spain, you should consider
loading players from Argentina and so on.
Don´t import any set of players unless you will need them. You
don´t want your computer to struggle processing useless data
throughout the career.
The purpose of this guide is to help you win. Therefore I would
recommend you to tick the Disable Player Attribute Masking
box, in order to have instant access to all the visible player
attributes without having to scout them.
In spite of that, you will still require a good scouting department
to find valuable prospects and find out more about the
individuals, mainly the hidden attributes, such as: Consistency,
Injury Proneness, Adaptability etc.
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Don´t forget to choose the earliest possible Game Start Date in
order to have more time to prepare your club for the
forthcoming season.

Nationality and Second Nationality will influence you scouting
knowledge in those countries. Use Other Languages Spoken to
increase your chances of getting a job in another country and to
attract players who speak those languages to join your current
club. Leave the Responsibilities option untouched for now and
move on.
When you reach the Coaching Style page, do this:
 Select Continental Pro License as your Coaching Badge and
International Player as your Past Playing Experience
 Move the slider beneath Style Focus two nudges to the right
 Leave only 2 points on Adaptability (unless you plan to get
jobs at a foreign clubs later in the save) and maximise all the
Mental Attributes
 Maximise four Coaching Attributes (I would recommend
you to choose Attacking, Technical, Mental and Tactical or to
replace one of these with Working With Youngsters if you are
very serious about developing U23 players)
Voila and that´s it!
This configuration will boost your authority (with the players
and the board, resulting in more efficient Team Talks,
negotiations etc.), your overall Scouting Knowledge and your
coaching ability (in the most valuable areas of specialisation).
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First things first: don´t hit Continue after the game loads before I tell
you to.
Your staff can help you in various different ways: training,
scouting, recruitment, contract negotiations, performance
analysis and so on. The game allows you to choose exactly in
which areas you need assistance, but before anything you must
figure out how much time you’re willing to spend doing all these
things.
The modern versions of FM are pretty time-consuming. You will
have more chances to succeed if you have the time and passion
to handle every single aspect of your club, but most managers
don´t, so you will have to find a compromise.
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Some of you might not want to:
 manage the team in friendly matches, especially after
the first season. That´s fine, as long as you instruct your
assistant or whoever is delegated to replace you to use
your tactics.
 attend press conferences and tunnel interviews, as they
can become boring after a while. There’s no problem with
this either, as long as your assistant is as determined as
your squad.
 manage youth and staff contract renewals
 assign individual training etc.
I urge you to handle Team Talks, Opposition Instructions, Senior
Training, Transfers and Contract Negotiations. There rest is up to
you!

Go to the Staff >> Responsibilities screen to see what your
options are. After checking out the different settings you should
have a clearer idea of what you will require in order to operate
competitively.
You might not need world class youth coaches, nor the best
scouting department in the world, but you will most likely feel
necessity for having a capable Assistant Manager.
At the same time, you can try to optimize the club´s wage budget
whilst working on your staff strategy. For example, the General
Manager can substitute a Chief Scout and a Head of Youth
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Development. This means you can fire two staff members and
cut costs straight away.
On the other hand, you might not need a General Manager if you
want to manage transfers and contracts by yourself. In this case,
you might need to hire just a Chief Scout.
Establishing a clever plan before taking any action is key and can
help you big time, so think it through and don´t rush until you’ve
found the soft spot.
Now, you might struggle to put together a satisfying staff at first
unless you are in charge of a top club. Don´t worry if you might
be lacking quality in some areas, you should be able to improve
those aspects later on.

You will need a good assistant more than anything, as this staff
member could prove to be vital for your day-to-day running of
the club.
A good Assistant Manager should be capable to:
 produce relevant Player and Team Reports (look for high
Judging Player Ability and Judging Player Potential
attributes)
 sound ambitious when handling Press Conferences and
Tunnel Interviews (look for a high Determination
attribute)
 be the Lead Coach of a training category (look for the Key
Attributes required in different training categories)
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 suggest a decent Team Selection (look for a high Judging
Player Ability attribute)
 provide efficient Opposition Instructions and In-Play
advice (look for a high Tactical Knowledge attribute)

Improving this sector will prove to be costly in most cases, so give it a
little think before you make any moves.
If you budget is tight, try to establish how much you really need
to invest in this department. Senior player development is
addressed to the players who reached the age of 23. Most of the
development is done before that age, so try to weigh if you really
need to spend a lot on your Senior Coaching Staff and on the
club´s Senior Training Facilities. Take into account the club´s
stature and the quality of the players you have at your disposal.
Furthermore, if your strategy involves turning youth prospects
into stars, you might want to invest more in the Youth Facilities
and Youth Coaching Staff.
The best coach in a training category is called the Lead Coach.
You want every Lead Coach to focus only on their area of
expertise in order to provide maximum training efficiency
(evaluated through the star rating system).
It is ideal for the board to allow the club to have several coaches
to keep the Workload to Average in all areas (you can ask the
board to increase the number of coaches allowed and to
upgrade the training facilities).
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A high Coaching Star Rating is usually obtained when your
candidate has high Determination, Level of Discipline and
Motivation attributes, combined with the specific key attributes
for a training category.
TRAINING CATEGORY

SPECIFIC KEY ATTRIBUTES

Strength & Aerobic

Fitness

Tactics

Tactical

Ball Control

Technical + Mental

Defending

Defending + Tactical

Attacking

Attacking + Tactical

Shooting

Technical + Attacking

Shot Stopping

Goalkeeping + Tactical

Handling

Goalkeeping + Technical

Nevertheless, coaches can get better throughout the career. This
can be achieved by sending them to coaching courses, whenever
you see this possibility (in some cases, they will decide to do this
on their own pay the expenses out of their own pocket).
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The Scouting Centre has been greatly improved. The way things
work in the game are very similar to how they do in real life. You
have the option to do nothing and let them do what they think is
best or instruct them what to look for and they will do the rest.
You can ask the General Manager or Chief Scout to handle the
delegations and just set up the Scouting Focus. Afterwards you’ll
be receiving recommendations based on player availability.

Imagine yourself talking to the Chief Scout: “I want you to look for
a physical central defender who has a respectable current ability,
great potential and a price within your our budget. He should be
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23 or younger and must be available when the window opens.
Come back in 2 weeks and tell me what you’ve found.”
This can now be easily replicated within the game. You can be as
specific or as broad as you want. The General Focus is going to
be useful mostly outside transfer windows. This will help you
maintain a generic awareness of the types of players you might
be interested in.
The Short-Term Focus is going to be useful just before the
window opens or during the actual mercato period. Here you can
set more specific requirements.
Hint: always scout a player thoroughly before signing him. The
more a scout watches a player, the more he can find out about
him. In fact, the Hidden Player Attributes (Injury Proneness,
Consistency, Adaptability etc.) can only be revealed through
intensive scouting.
Remember: the more you scout, the less you gamble!

Now, the number of players you will see in the Player Search
panel and the amount of details available before scouting the
candidates will vary according to the Scouting Package you
choose (if you disabled player attribute masking when you
created the save you will get more details on players beforehand)
and the World/Scouting Knowledge, which relies on the
expertise of you staff members and clubs you are affiliated with.
The packages (Senior and Youth) are pretty self explanatory: the
more you pay, the bigger your hands-on database will be.
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So, after you’re done with checking out the Team Registration
Rules and figuring out what’s going to need replacing in your
squad you should know which package is worth acquiring. Leave
it as it is for now.

When it comes to evaluating your scouts, look for the Judging
Player Ability and Judging Player Potential attributes for
domestic scouts.
Take the Adaptability attribute into account for the scouts you
plan to send abroad, as this determines how quickly they can
learn the ropes in a new country (see Scouting Knowledge to
identify the regions they are already familiar with).
The Tactical Knowledge attribute is key for the Opposition
Scout. The higher the attributes, the more accurate the reports
will be.
Data analysis used to be a real pain in the earlier versions of the
game. If four or fives years ago you had to do it all by yourself,
now you can have all the essential information delivered to your
inbox. These improvements will not only save you time, but help
you develop a better understanding of tactics.
Data Analysts now have their own niche attributes: Judging
Player Data, Judging Team Data and Presenting Data. If you
are serious about numbers, try to hire the best professionals out
there.
Hint: Building a Data Analysis Facility or improving your current
one will also contribute towards the quality of the reports.
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You will have to come up with a personal scouting plan after
reading the Squad Management chapter. Every team is different
and each manager has different tastes. There is no right or
wrong scouting strategy, as long as you apply the following
advice:


Base your scouting strategy on your Domestic and
Continental Team Registration Rules, otherwise you
might find yourself in trouble



Learn everything about naturalisation, league
restrictions and other regulations, such as always having
an U21 player on the pitch and so on



Ask your scouts to follow domestic, continental and
international youth tournaments if you are serious about
finding undiscovered gems



Don’t invest more than you need in this department,
especially if you’ve got a limited budget. Allocate as many
funds as you need, but don’t throw away money having 10
scouts if you only plan to monitor two or three countries.
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The training setup is the ultimate factor that dictates the
progression of your players. To make the most of the quality of
the training facilities and coaching staff you will have to set up a
clever training schedule. You should constantly monitor the
squad’s happiness in regard to training.
General Training is going to influence player development
(attributes) and the squad’s social level of understanding. All
players have relationships with each other and this is now better
displayed within the Dynamics panel. By setting up the General
Training Main Focus to Team Cohesion, your players will work
more on developing understanding on and off the pitch.
Match Preparation is more about improving teamwork and
helping your players get familiarised with the squad’s tactics.
Next I will provide you with two training schedules, one for the
pre-season and another that should be used when the official
matches are starting.
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Use this setup right after starting a new save and during the
summer, before the official matches start:

GENERAL
TRAINING

SCHEDULING

Main Focus:
Team Cohesion

Slightly more
Match Training

Intensity Level:
High

nd

(2

nudge from
the left end)

MATCH
PREPARATION

Main Focus:
Match Tactics

Allow rest after match

You should put this schedule in place one week before the
official fixtures are about to kick off:

GENERAL
TRAINING

SCHEDULING

Main Focus:
Balanced

Slightly more
Match Training

Intensity Level:
Average

nd

(2

nudge from
the left end)

MATCH
PREPARATION

Main Focus:
Att. Movement

Allow rest after match
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Feel free to allow the players an extra day off (before the match)
if you’ve got a fixture pile-up coming up or if the Head of Sports
Science notifies you that injury risk is heightened due to match
figure.
Also, it would be ideal to send exhausted and very tired players
on an extended leave whenever your medical staff recommends
it and you have this option available.
Remember to set the Pre-Season Schedule active again during
the next summer and so on.

You can make use of this option to try correcting some
weaknesses or to retrain players, but don’t expect drastic
improvements on player that reached the age on 23, because
they aren’t very likely to happen.
Individual training can also be used to eliminate or implement
Player Traits (formerly knows as Player Preferred Moves): for
example, you can ask one of the club’s coaches to try making
your striker quit the habit of playing with his back to goal or ask a
winger to cut inside from one of the flanks. Sometimes it works,
sometime it doesn’t. It’s just a matter of asking a coach to
attempt it and listen to his feedback.
Individual training will increase the player’s training workload so
make sure you pay attention to this aspect when you are
employing it. You want to reduce the workload if you notice that
the player becomes unhappy, otherwise he might underperform
and get injured!
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There’s nothing you can do to win of your squad’s morale is low.
I’ve learned that a lot can be sacrificed just to boost the squad’s
morale, even if that means allowing a player to leave or offering
someone a new contract. A high morale amongst the squad is
what you should be aiming for at every given point in time.
Morale is the secret behind long winning streaks.
The preseason is a great time to work on building positive squad
morale. That is the only reason why I won’t let my assistant
arrange friendly matches, because I want to design the training
campaign with this purpose in mind. Make sure you will defeat
most of your opponents (especially your last four).
I know friendlies can help you generate some extra income, but
don’t sacrifice morale for a few extra pounds. Trust me, it’s
just not worth it.
You could, of course, play a couple of games against reputable
opponents in the first half of the preseason to make a buck or
two (ideally go for a local rival), but if your team ends up trashed
in those fixtures the squad’s morale will suffer and you really
don’t want that to happen, so plan wisely!
Set up about 10 fixtures during pre-season and try to leave 3
days between matches if possible. Make sure that all your
players end up with a decent level of Match Sharpness before
the season starts.
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I’ve prepared three tactics for you in this guide. There’s no easy
way to teach you how to devise efficient tactics, especially
because you’d need a lot of experience and time to test out
different setups. You probably wouldn’t want to spend hundreds
of hours trying to come up with suitable tactics so I’m going to
provide you with few tactics that work, as per usual.
Regarding the way I use tactics, please read the following advice
and start out by doing things the way I do them:
I always skip the Pre-Match Tactical Briefing & never use any
Match Plans. Do not change Mentality or anything else, other
than for example lowering the tackling intensity on booked
players or stuff like that.
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I very rarely use Opposition Instructions, probably once or
twice a season. You could use them when facing a very tough
opponent that’s very likely to defeat you, to handle specific
threats but don’t get over the top with it because it can
drastically change the way your team plays.
You also have the option to ask your Assistant to handle
Opposition Instructions if he happens to have a high Tactical
Knowledge rating – this attribute also dictates the accuracy of
the In-Play advice he will deliver. Nevertheless, I strongly advise
you to stay in control of applying Opposition Instructions – even
if that means you won’t be giving any.
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Formation, Roles & Duties:
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TEAM INSTRUCTIONS (#1 TACTIC) 2-3-2-3 HOME
Mentality: Control

BUILD-UP

Team Shape: Fluid

Clear Ball To Flanks

Tempo: Normal

Pass Into Space

Width: Fairly Wide

More Direct Passing

DEFENCE

Be More Expressive

Defensive Line: Slightly Higher

ATTACK

Closing Down: Sometimes

Float Crosses

Use Tighter Marking

Run At Defence

Get Stuck In

INDIVIDUAL PLAYER INSTRUCTIONS
GK

WBR

AML

More Risky Passes

Shoot Less Often

Get Further
Forward

CD’s

Tackle Harder

Cross From Deep

Tackle Harder

More Direct Passes

Cross Aim Far Post

Close Down Much
More

Close Down Much
More

Sit Narrower
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Formation, Roles & Duties:
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TEAM INSTRUCTIONS (#2 TACTIC) 5-2-3 AW & H
Mentality: Control

BUILD-UP

Team Shape: Very Fluid

Pass Into Space

Tempo: Normal

Shorter Passing

Width: Balanced
DEFENCE

ATTACK

Defensive Line:
Slightly Higher

Look For Overlap

Use Offside Trap

Low Crosses

Closing Down:
More
Use Tighter Marking
Get Stuck In

NO INDIVIDUAL PLAYER INSTRUCTIONS
Hint: Use this tactic mainly away, but also at home when your
team isn’t performing well after 30-45 mins. This one is the best
of the three tactics and it works well both home and away.
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Formation, Roles & Duties:
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TEAM INSTRUCTIONS | (#3) 4-2-4 A & H TACTIC
Mentality: Attacking

BUILD-UP

Team Shape: Very Fluid

Pass Into Space

Tempo: Normal

Go Route One

Width: Wide

DEFENCE

ATTACK

Defensive Line: Higher

Low Crosses

Closing Down: More

Look For Overlap

Use Tighter Marking

Get Stuck In

NO INDIVIDUAL PLAYER INSTRUCTIONS
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Which tactics to use when? Well, you’ve got one for the home
matches, one for the away fixtures and another that works
regardless of the venue.
I advise you to rotate tactics every 4-5 matches to try and
unsettle the Opposition Scout’s feedback – it really works; you
can also change the player’s regular position on the pitch to
increase this effect. You won’t be able to maintain a long winning
streak unless you do this.
Your chances of selecting the best possible line-up depend a lot
on how closely you are monitoring the Pre-Match Analysis and
Next Opposition Scouting Reports. Also, by digesting the PostMatch Analysis you can find out what’s wrong and go from
there. Remember that sometimes what needs to be changed is
something minor, like one’s position on the pitch or a role’s duty.
Try to go with one or two changes at a time, otherwise you won’t
really be able to know exactly what’s going on.
Feel free to ignore players’ Positional Abilities and Role
Suitability at times if you know what you are doing (e.g. using
Fabian Delph as Wing Back).
I noticed that pacey right footed wingers work best on the right
side of the pitch, whereas on the left flank you can sometimes
have good very results when using a right footed players – it all
depends on your squad and the respective winger’s Attributes &
Player Traits (Cuts Inside seems bad for most wingers). Feel free
to experiment swapping right and left footed players (including
central mids, forwards, full backs etc.) on the line-up to see how
this changes your team’s style of play.
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These settings are based on the #1 Tactic. Feel free to swap the
instructions between roles. Replicate the same routine for the
other tactics.
DEFEND
Pos

Instruction

Pos

Instruction

WBL

Mark Near Post

MCL

Go Back

AML

Close Down
Corner

AMR

Stay Forward

DCL
DCR

Zonally Mark Six Yard
Box Centre
Zonally Mark Six Yard
Box Far Post

WBR

Mark Far Post

MCR

Edge of Area

DM

Zonally Mark Six Yard
Box Near Post

STC

Stay Forward

ATTACK
Pos

Instruction

Pos

Instruction

WBL

Stay Back If Needed

MCL

Attack Ball From
Deep

DCL

Attack Near Post

AML

Near Post Flick On

DCR

Attack Far Post

AMR

Go Forward

WBR

Stay Back If Needed

MCR

Go Forward
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DM

Stay Back If Needed

STC

Challenge Keeper

THE TAKER should be set with Go Forward/Stay Back If Needed.
Make sure he IS NOT set to Attack Ball From Deep, Lurk Outside
Area or Challenge Keeper. If so, rotate instructions to retain the
same shape.
The way set pieces work is usually affected by every game
update, so what works now might not work at all in a couple of
months. This is why you need to experiment things, such as the
productivity of using right footed or left footed takers on each
side of the pitch and the adequacy of the delivery: Near Post, Far
Post, Short etc.

Direct: Two of your quickest players should be asked to stay
forward. Three players should form the wall. Your centre backs
should man mark and the others should be left with the Go Back
setting.
Indirect: Two of your quickest players should be asked to stay
forward. One player should form the wall. Your centre backs
should man mark and the others should be left with the Go Back
setting.
I leave the attacking free kicks instructions on the default
settings, although you might be able to benefit from asking a
player to Stand With Taker.
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Player development is not plug and play – Unless you are going
to be highly meticulous about it, don’t expect results. Even if you
do take it very seriously, you might still fail a lot more than you
might expect. But this doesn’t mean you have to give up or let it
get the best of you; just remember not to set high expectations.

First of all let’s talk about recruitment. There are two ways you
can get prospects at your club: one is your annual Youth Intake
and the other would be signing them.
The intake relies on a few factors, some of which you can
improve. The country where the club is based will determine how
many quality players will be spawning throughout the save in the
35

region, depending on what the current FM world database looks
like. In other words, if your club is located in Argentina, you’ll
have more chances of getting better prospects in comparison to
Algeria as long as your setup is decent.
Now, as far as you are concerned, you have to make sure that
you delegate a competitive member of the staff to handle the
intake (can either be the Head of Youth Development or the
General Manager). Look for high ratings in Judging Player
Potential, Working With Youngsters and Judging Player
Ability to decide who the right man for the job is.
Signing hot prospects might be difficult, especially because the
competition is usually high. In order to have a chance to grab
gems at reasonable prices you have to scout Youth National
Teams regularly and check the agents’ client list, because you
may find clients that aren’t yet under the radar.
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A player’s Current Ability will change throughout the save, but
won’t go any higher than his Potential Ability (a value that won’t
change after the save has started).
Only Mental Attributes can significantly improve after a player
reaches the age of 24, therefore most of the progress needs to
get done before that point in time; otherwise the player won’t
ever reach his full potential. So, if you have a true wonderkid with
a low current ability at the age of 21, his chances of becoming a
star are very slim.
Make sure to always inspect young players’ Personality. Unless
they have a good personality they’ll struggle with development.
The good news is you can alter this by asking the senior players
with the right mentality to mentor them. These are the types
you’ll find in FM:
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The Good: Model Citizen, Perfectionist, Resolute, Model
Professional, Professional, Fairly Professional, Spirited, Very
Ambitious, Fairly Ambitious, Ambitious, Driven, Determined,
Fairly Determined, Charismatic Leader, Born Leader, Leader, Iron
Willed and Resilient.
The Bad: Slack, Casual, Temperamental, Unambitious, Easily
Discouraged, Low Determination, Spineless and Low Self-Belief.
The Neutral: Jovial, Light Hearted, Devoted, Very Loyal, Loyal,
Fairly Loyal, Honest, Sporting, Unsporting, Realist and Balanced.
Generally, look out for players with low Determination, as they
won’t progress a lot unless you address the issue.
There is one more thing you can do to aid to youth player
development, besides having a competitive coaching staff,
training schedule and state of the art training facilities: make
sure the hot prospects are getting enough Senior Match
Experience in a reputable league (whenever your staff is
recommending it), but make sure he is good enough for that
level, to get an average rating of at least 6.8.
Yes, feel free to loan prospects that won’t be getting enough
playing time at your club. Refuse deals where their Squad Status
is different from First Team or Key Player and include a “Can Be
Recalled” clause whenever possible to be able to intervene if he
is unhappy there. Another thing you have to check out before
sending a player on loan is the quality of the Youth Training
Facilities at the respective club.
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Before making any changes you must evaluate what you have at
your disposal, but this might not be as easy as it sounds. You will
probably receive some good advice from your assistant and
other staff members, yet this doesn’t mean you have to let
yourself guided by their opinion.
Even if the club’s finances are not in a healthy state, you must
always be aware of what your team is lacking and try to address
the matter as soon as you can.

Even though you now have the option to highlight the key
attributes for the players’ most suitable roles, it would be very
wise of you to recap what each attribute is about in the game to
better understand how everything works. So go to the game
manual and check them out. Take notes with those attributes
that have a different meaning than you imagined.
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You always have to scout players thoroughly before signing
them, even if you can see all their visible attributes. I bet you
wouldn’t sign a player for that much if you knew he’s very injury
prone and lacks consistency. Am I right?
That's where Scouting comes in. You get to find out a player’s
Ambition, Loyalty, Injury Proneness, Consistency, Versatility,
Big Matches and Professionalism are some of the hidden
attributes you can find out about through scouting. Of course,
you can find out the same stuff about your current players when
checking out their coach reports.
Now let’s talk about some of the visible attributes that are
important regardless of the player’s position. Determination is
important, as it affects how well a player trains and how easily he
will become nervous during matches. This attribute is linked to a
player’s personality and can fortunately be adjusted in the cases
of U23 players through tutoring.
Work Rate indicates how much a player will get involved in the
match and run back and forth. Natural Fitness dictates how fast
a player gets and stays fit.
Pace is crucial in FM. I’ve always found it incredibly hard to find a
slow player that’s as efficient as the others. A slow player has a
pace attribute of 12 or less. 13 is the lowest I’d go for, but ideally
you’d want to have players with the attribute value of at least 14.
Acceleration is also necessary, so take this into account as well.
Don’t forget the set pieces: Free Kicks, Corners, Passing,
Crossing, Decisions and Technique are the attributes to seek.
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Being too strict with the filters won’t get you anywhere. You
always have to adapt and look for the best options that are
available to you in different situations. Just remember that I
would advise you to avoid players that have Pace and
Determination attribute values lower than 13 whenever
possible.
Goalkeepers – Reflexes, Anticipation, Decisions, Positioning
Central Defenders – Marking, Tackling, Anticipation,
Concentration, Positioning, Jumping, Acceleration
Full Backs – Crossing, Tackling, Anticipation, Concentration,
Acceleration
Central Midfielders – Passing, Anticipation, Concentration, Work
Rate, Acceleration, Pace/Jumping, Stamina. Add Finishing/Long
Shots if you need one that’s able to score or Tackling if you need
a more defensive minded central midfielder.
Wingers – Crossing/Finishing, Work Rate, Flair, Determination,
Acceleration
Strikers – Finishing, Pace (14 minimum I would recommend), Off
The Ball, Acceleration, Anticipation, Composure, Decisions
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Finding the right balance between having enough backup and
allowing each player to get sufficient playing time is the key
behind having a high squad harmony.
It’s now time to check out the Team Registration Rules (for the
domestic league and continental competition – if applicable). You
will always require a few decent Home-Grown players in your
squad: 4 who have trained at the club for at least three years
between the ages of 15 and 21 and another 4 who have been
trained in the country respecting the same age constraints.
With that in mind, check out your senior and youth squads to see
what the current situation is and devise a transfer strategy
accordingly. You really don’t want to sign more players than you
can register.
Have a look at your squad’s Team Report and the Squad Depth
page. Set Customisation to On and start arranging your players
accordingly on the 2D Pitch View. Find out where you stand and
devise an efficient strategy.
Getting it right might not be as easy as you might first think.
Squad Status influences both a player’s financial demands and
the amount of first team football he is expecting to get, so adjust
them accordingly beforehand.
Note that setting a player’s status to Backup or Not Needed will
usually generate transfer interest.
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Just one unhappy player can be enough to cause havoc amongst
the dressing room – this can be better understood in FM18 with
the help of Dynamics. So be very careful every time you are
confronted with a complaint. Having a balanced squad depth
and clever squad statuses assigned to your players will help you
stay clear of most problems.
Always talk to unhappy players that want a chat and never
make promises you won’t keep. As long as you do this, you
should be fine. However, you will still have to deal with
complaints: demanding a move to a bigger club, presence in
continental cups, not getting enough first team football, finding it
hard to adapt in the country and so on.
Whenever somebody insists they want to leave the club, try
to find a friendly solution or just let them go.
Ask them if they are willing to wait another season in order for
you do change something, like strengthening an area of the
squad or qualifying for continental football. If he’s reluctant to
stay, allow him to leave, even if he’s your most important player.
Get rid of unhappy players and always keep your promises,
otherwise some of your squad members will be stuck on low
morale and your team’s performance will suffer. Don’t let this
happen – it’s going to be an incredibly frustrating situation if you
do!
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Scout, scout, scout! As much as you’d like to think you’ve found
‘The New Drogba’, don’t rush to sign him before your scouts have
collected enough data to reveal potential issues.
If the Data Analyst suggests that your target might be a
peripheral figure in the squad realise that the player might not
deliver in the first 6-12 months.
Look for transfer listed players and those with average squad
status – they are easier to sign and cost a lot less.
You really don’t have to sign players if you can’t find the right
candidates, wait for wage auctions and evaluate players with 6
months left on their contract. Don’t forget to monitor the players
that are listed for loan, you might just find what you are looking
for!
The last thing you want in FM18 is to have unhappy players at
your club. That could tear apart the squad harmony and make
you lose out on your objectives… and even get sacked!
Do whatever you want to do but make sure you don’t keep
unwanted players at the club; decrease their Squad Status,
transfer list them or even ask them to find a new club – try not to
upset them in the process. Worst case scenario: loan them out
for free, with zero compensation.
Remember you can only do so much during a transfer window:
don’t expect to be able to sort out everything in one go.
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Bellow you will find a list of proven performers for every budget.
If you bid that exact amount in the first day, before clicking
Continue the first time, you should get your offer accepted in
most cases. Setting a Large database when creating the game
should let you see all these players. Pound Sterling (£) is the
currency used for these examples.
Note that the reputation of your club might also affect the asking
price, so don’t expect this list to be 100% accurate. Also, things
might change with the game updates, so don’t despair if you find
that some of these prices are no longer accurate.
Remember, you ideally want to assimilate all the advice you
received throughout this guide and find suitable players yourself.
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And don’t be afraid to make mistakes. That’s the only way to
learn and improve your talent scouting skills!

PLAYER

CLUB

NATIONALITY

ASKING
PRICE (£)

Xabi Irureta

Free Agent

ESP

0

Darren Keet

Wits

RSA

0.14 M

Sten Grytebust

OB

NOR

1.4 M

Alexis Martín
Arias

Gimnasia (LP)

ARG

1.9 M

Predrag Rajkovic

M. Tel-Aviv

SRB

6M

Gerónimo Rulli

Real

ARG + ITA

12 M

PLAYER

CLUB

NATIONALITY

ASKING
PRICE (£)

Free Agent

POL + GER

0

GRE

ARG + GER

2M

Martín Nervo

Huracán

ARG

2.4 M

Ognjen Vranjes

AEK

BSN + SRB

3.5 M

Ivan Ordets

Shakhtar

UKR

8.25 M

Sebastian
Boenisch
Walter
Kannemann
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PLAYER

CLUB

NATIONALITY

ASKING
PRICE (£)

Jean-Daniel Akpa
Akpro

Free Agent

CIV

0

Gino Peruzzi

Boca

ARG + ITA

2.2 M

Stefan Ristovski

Sporting

MKD

4M

Víctor García

Vit. Guimarães

VEN +
Awaiting EU

6.25 M

Fágner

COR

BRA

10.5 M

PLAYER

CLUB

NATIONALITY

ASKING
PRICE (£)

Juan Fuentes

Free Agent

ESP

0

Miguel Trauco

FLA

PER

2.4 M

Álex Martínez

Granada

ESP

3.2 M

Afonso Figueiredo

Rennes

POR

4M

Guilherme Arana

COR

BRA

12 M

Benoît
Trémoulinas

Free Agent

FRA

0
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PLAYER

CLUB

NATIONALITY

ASKING
PRICE (£)

Kalilou Traoré

Free Agent

MLI

0

Danilo

Braga

BRA

1.3 M

Lucas Lima

SAN

BRA

3.2 M

David Pavelka

Kasımpaşa

CZE

3.3 M

Gustavo Scarpa

FLU

BRA + ITA

9M

Sergej Milinkovic
Savic

Lazio

SRB + ESP

42 M

PLAYER

CLUB

NATIONALITY

ASKING
PRICE (£)

Davit Targamadze

Free Agent

GEO

0

The Strongest

BOL

0.475 M

Rosenborg

NGA

4M

Ezequiel Cerutti

San Lorenzo

ARG + ITA

3.3 M

Fernando Zuqui

Estudiantes
(LP)

ARG

4M

Jürgen Damm

Tigres

MEX + GER

7M

Rafa Silva

SLB

POR

8.5 M

Alejandro
Chumacero
Samuel
Adegbenro
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PLAYER

CLUB

NATIONALITY

ASKING
PRICE (£)

Diego Capel

Free Agent

ESP

0

Ben Mohamed

Olympiakos

COM + FRA

0.925 M

Ismael Tajouri

FK Austria Wien

LBY + AUT

1.3 M

Renato Steffen

Basel

SUI

5M

Cristian Pavón

Boca

ARG

5.5 M

Franco Cervi

SLB

ARG + ITA

26 M

PLAYER

CLUB

NATIONALITY

ASKING
PRICE (£)

Florian
Raspentino

Free Agent

FRA

0

Saber Khalifa

Club Africain

TUN

0.275 M

Walter González

Olimpia

PAR

0.8 M

Maximiliano
Romero

Vélez

ARG

6M

Raúl Ruidíaz

Morelia

PER + CRO

8M

Artem Besedin

Dynamo Kyiv

UKR

10 M

I hope you respected the provided instructions. It is now time to hit
Continue for the first time in your new save. WOOHOOO!
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Although Press Conferences and Tunnel Interviews do not
directly affect player morale (with a few rare exceptions, such as
declaring interest in a player that eventually starts feeling
insecure about his future), they can influence the way your team
will respond to Team Talks.
Use the media to reduce complacency amongst your squad and
unsettle the opposition when applicable. Go for the milder
answers and avoid sounding too confident or too negative. Do
the small talk real managers and players resort to all the time:
“There are no small clubs in modern football; We’ll have to work
hard for the win etc.” That sort of stuff...
If you sound too optimistic when talking to the press and lose the
match your squad’s morale will drop quite a bit. Instead, be
slightly pessimistic to determine your ambitious players to prove
you wrong.
Put pressure on the opposition when you have the chance,
targeting individuals with poor personality. Never praise your
opponents, neither managers, nor players! Also, avoid
complimenting your squad members too often.
Don’t forget to correlate Team Talks to Press Conferences and
Tunnel Interview to get the best overall results.
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You should use the following Team Talks to override the bellow
instructions when you have them available:
For friendly matches – This is your chance to impress me… /
Show me why you should be in the team! Repeat at half time
when leading.
This is a great opportunity to show all the experts that they
have been right to back you up!
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The following phrase is also useful in case you haven’t got the
previous one available: I know a lot of you will be keen to
avenge what happened last time when we played...
Lastly, use I want you to pick up where you last left… if your
team performed very well in the last match. Use I expect to see
a much better performance… if your team played really badly
last time out.
Now, remember to always give the second talk – as specified in
the tables below – to the group (Defence, Midfield, Attack) in
which your captain is.

Venue

Recommended Talk

Tone

Home

I expect nothing but a win &
I have faith in you

Assertive
and Calm

Away

I expect you to win &
I have faith in you

Assertive
and Calm

Venue

Recommended Talk

Tone

Home

Go out there and impress me &
I have faith in you

Calm

Away

Go out there and impress me &
I have faith in you

Calm and
Cautious
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Venue

Scenario

Recommended Talk

Tone

Home

Winning
by 2+
goals

*Keep it up lads! &
I have faith in you

Assertive

Away

Winning
by 2+
goals

*Keep it up &
I have faith in you

Calm and
Passionate

Home
and
Away

Winning
by 1 goal

Don’t get complacent out
there & I have faith

Home:
Assertive
Away: CALM

Home

Drawing

I’m far from pleased &
I have faith in you

Assertive

Drawing

I am not happy with your
performance &
I have faith in you

Assertive
and
Calm

Losing

Come on lads, show a bit
of desire &
I am disappointed
with your efforts.

Aggressive
and
Calm

Losing

Show me something else
in the second half &
I have faith

Calm

Away

Home

Away

*after managing a team for half a season, use Don’t get
complacent out there and I have faith…, if your squad is at
least fairly ambitious.
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Venue

Scenario

Recommended Talk

Tone

Home

Winning
by 2+
goals

*Keep it up lads! & I have
faith in your ability

Calm and
Passionate

Away

Winning
by 2+
goals

*I’m happy with how things
are going, keep it up lads &
I have faith

Calm

Home
and
Away

Winning
by 1 goal

Don’t get complacent &
I have faith in your ability

Calm

Drawing

I am pleased with how
things are going, keep it up
& There’s a lot more to
come from you

Calm and
Passionate

Drawing

I am not happy with your
performance &
I have faith

Calm

Losing

I expect to see a much
better showing from you in
the second half & There’s a
lot more to come from you

Calm

Losing

Sow me something else in
the second half &
I have faith

Assertive
and Calm

Home

Away

Home

Away

*after managing a team for half a season, use Don’t get
complacent out there and I have faith…, if your squad is at
least fairly ambitious.
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Venue

Result

Recommended Talk

Tone

Home
and
Away

Won
by 2+
goals

Well done &
Your efforts were crucial

Home:
Passionate
Away:
Assertive

Home
and
Away

Won
by 1
goal

*Well Done & Pleased

Calm

Home

Draw

That was not good enough &
move on without giving any
further individual talks

Assertive

Away

Draw

Not good enough &
Not happy with your
performance

Assertive
and CALM

Home

Lost

I am not happy with the result &
Not happy with your
performance

Aggressive

Away

Lost

Not good enough &
Not happy with your
performance

Assertive
and CALM

*after managing a team for at least half a season, use That was
a bit let off… and move on if your squad is at least fairly
ambitious.
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Venue

Result

Recommended Talk

Tone

Home
and
Away

Won
by 2+
goals

I’m very happy with the result
and the way you’ve played &
Your efforts were crucial in our
win

Calm

Home
and
Away

Won
by 1
goal

Well done lads &
after congratulating outstanding
performers - if any, repeat the
first line

Calm

Home

Draw

Well done lads, you’ve just
proved a lot of people wrong in
avoiding defeat out there! &
I was impressed with your
efforts.

Passionate
and Calm

Away

Draw

I’m far from pleased with what I
just saw from this team & move
on

Cautious

Lost

I am not happy with your
performance out there
& move on

Cautious

Lost

I am not happy with your
performance out there
& I’m disappointed

Assertive

Home

Away
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Touchline talks can’t boost the squad’s morale but you can use
them to correct the players’ attitude (which happens to be
displayed under the Body Language widget) and change the
tactical focus.
Be sure to monitor your squad’s Body Language and learn this
routine to increase your chances of winning:
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HOW & WHEN TO USE

TOUCHLINE TALK

on booked players

(Individual)
Calm Down

right after scoring a goal
*or use the next one if your know that your
players are about to relax and become
complacent

(Team)
Concentrate

whenever body language indicates
complacency

(Individual/Team)
Demand More

on nervous players

(Individual)
No Pressure

when you don’t need to score and
you want to avoid conceding, 10
minutes before the end of each
half

(Team)
Tighten Up

when you desperately need to
score, 10 minutes before the end
of each half

(Team)
Push Forward

when your opponents are winning
one on one challenges and you
haven’t got many players booked

(Team)
Show Some Passion

when your team is dominating the
opposition and creating chances
but missing them

(Team)
Praise

when your players are at least two
goals up and they are motivated,
confident and NOT complacent
OR when you equalised and your
players seem motivated

(Team)
Encourage
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Maintain a high morale amongst your squad and you will
outclass superior opponents on a regular basis. It is easier said
than done… but no worries, I have a few tricks to share with you!

Do the one-to-one chats as instructed below just before
submitting your match squad to ensure maximum efficiency:
Praise Conduct – Passionate
Should be effective unless the player has been booked many
times recently or you have had arguments or disciplinary
problems with him.
Criticise Conduct – Assertive
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After one of your players has been sent off and tell him that he’s
setting a bad example for the younger players.
Recommended Signing / Staff Addition – Calm
Check the Overview – Information page of a player in advance
to see whether he’s got any favoured personnel that would be
suitable for your request. National Team players will be more
likely to come up with answers. And remember, you need him to
be able to come up with a suggestion to have a chance of
increasing his morale.
Criticise Last Game / Recent Form – Passionate
When the Last Game or his Recent Form (last 3 matches) rating is
bellow 6.8)
Be careful when criticising specific aspects of his game. Make
sure you actually checked his stats and be fair.
Praise Last Game / Recent Form – Passionate
When the Last Game or his Recent Form (last 3 matches) rating is
above 7.4)
Congratulate on Achievement - Passionate
Whenever one of your players is getting his first cap, he gets
picked as Player of The Week or he scores his first goal for the
National Team. Shortly said, congratulate them anytime you are
given the chance to.
Praise / Criticise Training Level – Passionate / Assertive
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Go to Training – Individual and check the Overall Performance
Indicator. It will be easy for you to find out what you have to say.
Although this might not increase morale, it can have a positive
effect on your player’s future training performance. Focus on
criticising underperformers.
Talk To Player On Loan – Passionate / Assertive
Praising or criticising a player’s Development or Form can
increase his morale and determine him to do better. This can
have a big effect on his performance, as it will most likely
improve morale and it will also inspire motivation.

Team Meetings work just like Private Chats and Team Talks,
meaning that you can boost morale if you say the right thing at
the right time, without repeating yourself too often.
You will be able to use Team Meetings when there is a suitable
reason and you should only use them before kick-off to
maximise the eventual morale boosting effect.
Always be realistic and try to match your squads overall level of
ambition whenever you indicate expectations. If you are overly
optimistic some individuals might react badly, especially those
with a neutral or bad personality.
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Feel free to sneak in a friendly match or two between games,
unless your club is faced with a congested fixture list.
International Football brakes can be perfect occasions to arrange
friendlies. Not only you will help your players keep their Match
Sharpness levels up but you will also raise their morale if they
end up battering some weak opponent – so make sure you have
that in mind when choosing who to play against.

If you can’t boost the senior player’s morale using the tricks
above, check out the reserve and youth squads. If you have
weaker players with much better morale consider giving some of
them a go in the first squad to give yourself more chances of
taking the lead in the match; then feel free to take them off at
half time (if the substitutes’’ morale has drastically improved).

Offering new contracts to boost player morale is really a last
resort and should be only used in critical moments (if your job
depends on the next result or if you are about to win a title).
Unlike the other suggested methods, this one has to be done a
few days before the actual fixture, to give the player enough time
to accept the deal and raise his morale before kick off.
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You now have the tools to succeed. If you are serious about the
game then you’ll most likely keep this guide open whilst playing;
there’s a lot of stuff to come back to.
Make sure you set realistic expectations in order to have fun
throughout your career. Think about clubs in real life: as much as
they could spend, they aren’t guaranteed to win the domestic
league or the most reputable continental competition each
season. The same goes with other clubs that seem to have the
best squad, sometimes they just can’t deliver. This is replicated
quite well in FM18.
Some clubs are very hard to manage, especially during the first
season and there is not much you can do. You can however
triumph on the long run as long as you do what you were taught.
Be patient and always do what the real managers do when you
don’t know how to handle a specific situation. Good luck!
Did this guide deliver? Do you receive what you were
promised?
Well don’t just tell me, but let the community know about
your experience by publicly sharing your feedback.
Please go out and spread the word, your feedback is the only
way to praise this work!
Feel free to contact me via Twitter @dieRaumdeuter
or facebook.com/TheRaumdeuter.
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